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The Big 

Picture 

The month of March opened with the fear of what the ‘sequester’ – the phased roll-in of expenditure 

cuts in the US – could do, combined with a weaker than expected number that reinforced the story of 

slower growth in China. However, it wasn’t long before the sequester fears dissipated and a mid-month 

update on China’s growth took the mood back into equilibrium. 

Then there were a few spectacular numbers to fuel markets – much better than expected jobs data in 

both the US and Australia to name but two. But, of course, there is always some event or another to 

mix emotions. The Cyprus bail-out deal grew out of all proportions. Less people live in Cyprus than 

Adelaide – and all they needed was $5bn to secure an ECB bailout of $10bn. The problem lay in the 

handling of the situation. 

Because there is so much Russian money sloshing around Cyprus – and many suspected some of it 

wasn’t quiet legal, the ECB was keen to claw some back. A levy or tax on bank deposits frightened 

everyone inside and out. Eventually they split the private banks into good and bad with most small 

investors paying no tax at all – and reportedly up to 60% for the ‘bad’ guys. The story should have been 

over with the ECB being sufficiently happy to hand over the bailout but some silly spokesman stated 

that this was a plan for future bailouts. He was quickly whisked aside and his statement was withdrawn. 

The US stock markets took all of this in their stride as both the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones index 

closed for Easter at all time highs – the GFC and its flow-on effects are now behind them. The ASX 200 

did not behave as well. In fact, the ASX lost -2.7% during March while the S&P 500 gained +3.6% and 

the World gained 2.1%. But to put this into perspective, we had been racing ahead throughout 2013 

and March brought back some degree of equilibrium. Our gain of +6.8% (y-t-d) now compares 

reasonably with the World on +7.2% and the S&P 500 on 10.0% (y-t-d). 

We had our market as significantly overpriced – above the ‘magic 6% line’ – at the end of February so 

the March stall fits in neatly with our view for the future. Our market is now only modestly over-priced 

and so growth may resume. 

It is not clear how the resignation of so many senior government MPs will impact on the economy in the 

run-up to the election. Many seem to think that these events make a Liberal-National coalition an 

almost certainty and that may be the case. But if the Gillard-Swan team believe that, what havoc could 

they cause before they go? They might put damaging new taxes on the super of those who are unlikely 

to vote for the – and handouts for those who will. With our economy doing OK at the moment, serious 

meddling could cause consumer and business confidence to slip back to the levels of last year. 

Commodity prices did not do well in March. Iron ore prices slipped from a very high $152 a ton to the 

low $130s – but that is not much below the average price for 2012 before the China slow-down story 

emerged. Gold, silver and copper slipped between -4% and -5% while Brent oil slipped -2.4%. On the 

other hand, the WTI oil price which is relevant to US consumers increased by +5.9%. 
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Asset Classes 

Australian 

Equities 

The market activities of March helped restore some balance across the sectors. We now have the 

market over-priced by +1.1% after a couple of days in February when it was precariously poised over 

6%. This mini-correction – combined with some sideways movement – leaves the market in good 

shape to grow from here. Our e-o-y target remains at 5,350. 

We have Materials – including the likes of BHP and RIO – heavily underpriced at -14.4% and Energy 

just underpriced at -0.8%. We have the rest of the sectors overpriced – but not as badly as in some 

days in recent times. We believe strong fully franked dividends of the big banks can sustain its 

sector’s mispricing of +10.1% because investors are more prepared to take some risk to get a better 

yield than in term deposits. However, there is little dividend support for the overpricing of 

Discretionary (+9.1%), Staples (+8.2) and Health (+5.4%). 

By our measures of Fear, Disorder and Volatility, our markets behaved well during the Cyprus crisis. 

Of course there was some pick up in these indexes but they have already returned to safe levels. 

Trading on the market was high by value in March.  

 

Foreign 

Equities 

With the Dow Jones index and the S%P 500 each surpassing their October 2007 highs, American 

investors are clearly enjoying the renewed strength in their economy. 

Of course, any such records bring with them the prospect for a correction. We have the S&P 500 

overpriced by +3.4% which is not a high value by normal standards. But Professor Jeremy Siegel 

from the Ivy-league University of Pennsylvania points out that the S&P needs to rise another 10% to 

match the previous high after inflation is taken into account! 

 

Bonds Fitch’s one year ahead probabilities of default that are relevant for judging European bonds rose from 

1.2% to 1.9% on the Cyprus negotiations during March. These levels are well below the 4% 

experienced last year. So far there is no reason to fear a return to the problems of last year so long 

as the ECB doesn’t threaten to insist on deposit taxes for other member nations. Cyprus does seem 

to be a special case as the ECB said, but these taxes must have increased the sensitivities of people 

in Ireland, Greece, Italy and Spain amongst others. 

 

Interest 

Rates 

The RBA meets again on Tuesday to determine what, if anything, they should do with interest rates. 

The likely course of action is nothing and most analysts no longer believe there will be further cuts. In 

fact JP Morgan seemed to be the first to call rate hikes (three during 2014) in February and now there 

are calls for increases later this year. 

Since our labour force data was so strong last month it is very hard to see the RBA justifying a cut but 

one number shouldn’t be enough to hike rates. 

 

Other 

Assets 

The $A rose 1.5 cents during March to end at just above $1.04. The price of gold has been hovering 

around $1,600 but slipped on the month. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                       Regional Analysis 

Australia Unemployment remained at 5.4% (for February) but jobs growth was a blockbuster. Total 

employment rose by 71,500 – the best figure in 12 years! However, full-time jobs rose by 17,800 – 

a good number in its own right – but it was the 53,700 part-time jobs that set the data alight. Of 

course these data come with considerable sampling error – the statistical bureau only surveys 

29,000 households each month to estimate what is going on in the whole of Australia. But even if 

one allows for a deal of sampling error – these number are still pretty good. 

But Kevin Rudd didn’t have the numbers for a challenge for the Labor Party leadership so the ‘spill’ 

finished as a comedy of errors. Some fine former ministers are now sitting on the back bench and 

may not, therefore, play much of a role in the election campaign. 

Tony Abbott has said the Coalition is likely to put forward a vote of no confidence in budget week 

(in May) so an early election is possible.  

 

China The March 1st Manufacturing PMI of 50.1 was the first negative surprise in a while. But the market 

was only expecting 50.5 and the week-long Lunar New Year holiday in February has the ability to 

distort data. The ’flash’ intermediate reading of 51.7 on March 21st was stronger than the forecast of 

50.8 and so a data aberration for February does seem likely. 

Goldman-Sachs spooked the market with its forecast of iron ore at $80 a ton by 2015 (currently 

over $130) but they famously got their May 2008 oil price forecast of $200 a barrel wrong (its price 

then was $125) when it dropped to below $40 before Christmas and has not even returned to $125 

since. Forecasting is a difficult job and mistakes often happen. The G-S forecast depends upon 

certain new supply coming on stream more than a drop in demand – and different miners can earn 

very different margins. The forecast seems to have been a headline grabber. 

China Q4 2012 GDP came in at 7.9% with a forecast of 8.2% for Q1 2013. China remains strong by 

these numbers 

 

U.S.A. It seems that fears about sequestration were overblown (again we sigh!).  But nobody missed the 

nonfarm payrolls data released on March 9th. The jobs figure was 236,000 against a forecast of 

165,000 and unemployment fell from 7.9% to 7.7%. The first reaction was that these data might be 

so good as to mean a premature withdrawal of the QE programs – but Chairman Bernanke of the 

Fed reassured us that he still wants unemployment below 6.5% before he considers cutting the 

economy’s life support. 

House price data also came in strongly at an increase of 8.1% over the last 12 months. But not all 

data have been good. Perhaps it is time to just start sipping champagne without spraying the bottle 

over the assembled crowd. 

 

Europe Europe served up a good dose of confusion over the Cyprus affair but it is seemingly resolved. 

Europe struggles with recession as much as Italy does in trying to put a government together. 

Perhaps we shouldn’t expect much from them for a while but let us all hope that they don’t start 

taxing people’s savings. 

 

Rest of 

World 

Argentina is in trouble with the US courts. Having defaulted on $95bn of debt to US creditors in 

2001, it is trying to get away with repaying only $1.3bn of it! The US courts want about $8bn. There 

is life after default if it is properly managed. 

But is North Korea serious about being in a state of war? With Russia, China, the US and Europe 

all telling them to calm down hopefully they will do the right thing. 

 


